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where H is the magnetic field strength, p the radius of curvature, c the velocity of light, p the linear momentum of the particle, e the elementary charge 1 and z the effective charge state of the particle • . In Fig. 2 is shown a schematic representation of the deflection geometry used.
Here 1 is the length of the magnetic field, L the distance b~tween the end of the magnet and the catcher foil,. s the horizontal defle.ction of a particle by the time it reaches the end of the magnetic field, and S the additional deflecti?n the partie] has experienced when it reaches the catcher foil. On the basis of Eq. (2) and from pure geometrical considerations it can be seen that the horizontal deflection x on the catcher foil of a particle of i~ certain mass A 1 , velocity v, and effective charge state z is given by '' ,..,. o· f' t~..,., .,.,.._,....,.
•l·h.,. o'·-l·•n1P~"J,:l .rp!t>,i'\ "'"""~;. ' '"' '' 1":'·"" r•q•~,,., t1 '' In Fig. 6 ~~ ",,S ,. ., . . . ,,I"'"''"" .tln.
• Ih.-,011 on tuo ratiOS obta.inGC1 1 mld '\litb1n tba ~~tol. ~ liruits 1 it con bo coon tbtlt (14)
'fuera k 11 tncroc-.ooB 'V'!!rJ oltchtl~ Vi.th B. lbln-eoti:nn.tod tbo.t tor boavy fiooS.on t'ri'.ox-nta ,anotmtina; t..'lro~'l hco.'V"J' otoPrjinG nnttll:rio..to, o, Ml tt 0 olX),Jld. oo or t1:1e .
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In fitJ• l.O tbo cn~por!t<l0l1t~1 romJ.tta oht.Ml"lod tar tlm moon .chm. ..... A. Makes any warranty or repr~sentation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, . or for damages, resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed In this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behalf ·of the Commission '' iricludes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor,
